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\bullet TEX ( ).
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$I\Phi r_{P}ic$ 1












1. eps $\backslash$ includegraphics
2. $I4T\varpi$ $\backslash$ input
65
Gnuplot 2 ( eps
$\backslash$ includegraphics ). Gnuplot
plot $[-2*pi;2*pi][-4;4]2*\exp^{(}-x**2/10),$ $3*\sin(x)$
set terminal postscript eps
set output $\dagger’ gp$-simple-graph. eps”
$\prec i$ 4 2 $0$ 2 4 6
2Gnuplot
( ). 2







set label $||0^{||}$ at $-0.45,$ $-0.3$
set label ‘ $\dagger$ $x$‘‘ at $2*pi+0.1,0$ left
set label $||\y$ “ at $0,4.3$ center
set xtics $(^{1I}$ $-2 $\backslash \backslash$pi $\^{|\uparrow}-2*pi,$ $||\-\backslash \backslash pi$ “ -pi, “$ $\backslash \backslash$pi$’ pi, ”$2 $\backslash \backslash$pi$’ $\dagger$ $2*pi)$
set ytics $(”-3^{1}$ ‘ $-3$ , ‘$12”2,$ $|\uparrow 3$ ’‘ 3 $)$
set label 1 $||\y=2\backslash \backslash \exp\backslash \backslash left$ $(-\backslash \backslash frac\{x^{\text{ }}2\}\{10\}$ $\backslash \backslash$right $)$ $’’ at 3.5,1 left

















$\bullet$ UNIX, Linux, MacOS, Microsoft Windows








size $(15cm, 0)$ ;
real xmin$=-2*pi$ , xmax$=2*pi$ ;
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real ymin$=-4$ , ymax$=4$ ;
real $f(realx)$ $\{$return $2*\exp(-x^{arrow}2/10);\}$
real $g(realx)$ $\{$retum $3*\sin(x);\}$
path pi $=$ graph $(f, -2*pi, 2*pi, n=200)$ ;
path p2 $=$ graph $(g, -2*pi, 2*pi, n=200)$ ;
draw (pl, red);
draw ($p2$ , blue);
xaxi $s$ (Label (’‘ $x$ ‘ $|$ , po $s$ it$ion=EndPo$int, al ign$=NE$), xmin$=xmin$ , xmax$=xmax$ ,
Ticks (scale $(. 7)*Label$ (align$=E$), NoZero, begin$=true$ , beginlabel$=true$ ,
end$=true$ , endlabel$=true$ , Step$=2$ ,
Size$=lmm$ , pTick$=black$ , ptick$=gray$), Arrow);
yaxi $s$ (Label (” $y$ $t\mathfrak{l}$ , po $s$ it$ion=EndPo$int, al ign$=NE$), ymin$=ym$in, ymax$=ymax$ ,
Ticks (scale $(. 7)*Label$ $()$ , NoZero, begin$=false$ , beginlabel$=false$ ,
end$=false$ , endlabel$=false$ , Step$=1$ , Size$=lmm$ , size$=.5mm$ ,
$pTick=black$ , pt ick$=gray$), Arrow) ;
label $(” 0”, (0,0), SW)$ ;
label ($y $=2\backslash \exp\backslash left$ ( - $\backslash$ frac{x $2\}\{10\}$ $\backslash$right)$‘‘, (3 5, 1), E);
label $(”\y =3\backslash \sin x\", (-4,3), E)$ ;
$\backslash$end{asy}
Asymptote
Asymptote $I4IN$ asymptot $e$
Asymptote TNX










PGFplots $?\mathbb{F}$ (Till Tantau PGF









axis $x$ line$=middle$ ,
axis $y$ line$=middle$ ,
xlabel$=\{\x}$ ,
ylabel$=\{\y}$ ,
xmin$=-6$ . 2831, xmax$=6$ . 2831,
ymin$=-4$ , ymax$=4$ ,
width$=0.8\backslash textwidth$
$]$
$\backslash$addplot [mark$=noner$ , smooth] $\{2*\exp(-x*x/10)\}$ ;
$\backslash addplot$ [mark$=noner$ , smooth] $\{3*\sin(\deg(x))\}$ ;
$\backslash$end{axis}
$\backslash$draw (4. 1, 3.4) node {$0$};
$\backslash draw(82,48)$ node $\{$$y $=2\backslash \exp\backslash$ left $(-\backslash frac\{x^{\text{ }}2\}\{10\}\backslash right)$ $ $\}$ ;













$Iqr_{P}ic$ 3 $Iq\Gamma pic$
(Maxima $Iqr_{P}ic$ ).
load $(^{l1}ketpic$ . mac”)$
setwindow$([-2*^{l}/.pi, 2*/_{l}pi], [-4, 4])$
$f:2*\exp$ $(-x^{\text{ }}$2/10 $)$ $
$g$ : 3 $*$ sin(x)$
pdl: plotdata(f, 30)$
pd2: plotdata(g, 200)$
openFile $(^{1\prime}maxima$-simple-label. tex $t\mathfrak{l}$ )
beginpicture (’ lcm”)$
drwl ine (pdl, pd2) $
htickmark$(-2*/.pi,$ $’|-2\backslash \backslash pi$ It $,$ $-/.pi,$ $|\uparrow$ sw“, $”-\backslash \backslash pi$ ” $,$ $/.pi$ , “ swIl , $|\backslash \backslash pi^{||}$ ,
$2*/.pi,$ $’|se^{\uparrow},$ $|\prime 2\backslash \backslash pi^{1t}$ $)$ $
vt $i$ ckmark $(-3, ||-3^{1\uparrow},2, ‘ {}^{t}nw^{t1}, ‘|2^{t},3, \dagger‘ 3^{1t})$
expr $($ [4. $0,1],$ $\prime\prime e^{\iota\iota\prime\iota}y=2\backslash \backslash \exp\backslash \backslash$left $(-\backslash \backslash frac\{x^{\text{ }}2\}\{10\}\backslash \backslash right)$ $)$ $
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$*$ Gnuplot, Asymptote, PGFplots
$\bullet$ Gnuplot ( )
Asymptote, PGFplots
. Gnuplot, Asymptote, PGFplots
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